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TALK FROM THE TEAM
Welcome to our first sizzling edition
of the newspaper by us for us.
Dudley House School is lots of fun and children
thrive here. Check out the cool things we do
here and some excellent work done by pupils.
There’s lots to love in this newspaper, find out the
true colours of the school and lots more!
But there’s not just news…
You’ll discover some truly entertaining jokes,
lavished with humour! Along with interesting
information about our pupil’s home life and their
furry friends (pets). Get to know when the
children do their homework and useful tips on it
too.
Be sure to look at everything we have in store for
you in the DHS Primary Times newspaper. You will
find it interesting and helpful! All the articles and
even some of the photographs were taken by
the children. So are you ready to read?
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HOT NEWS
When is the best time to
do your homework?
Everyone knows there’s homework to do
every week! People do it at different
times. Here are some of them – the next
day, in the evening or at the weekend. Of
course, you may need a little help from
parents so you’ll have to check when
they are free. When we interviewed Oak
Class, most of them liked to do it after
school when their brain was still switched
on to learning. Although, some struggled
with this because of clubs they attended.
The class also agreed, that if you do it
straight away, you can enjoy the rest of
your weekly free time.

Christmas
Fete

WHAT PETS DO DHS PUPIL’S HAVE?

Poetry Spotlight
Key Stage 1
Waves

Things to Fashion club
remember
Oct a survey asking each pupil about their
Newspaper clubStarts
completed
pets. We were hoping to find that someone had an unusual one,
but no such luck – the most exotic was a lizard called Fizzy.

The splashy sea,
The waves and the splashes,
It makes the people which go wet!
Key Stage 2
Cat
Cute, little furry fluff-ball, curled up
tight.
Lovely little fish-eater
Amazing, slow and steady cat, silly
and sweet.
Twirling in the shinning sun, licking
its fluffy, furry paw.

QUOTE THIS ISSUE:
“Pleasure in the job puts
perfection in the work.”
-Aristotle

Joke Corner
Answers on the back page,
they are numbered.

Bible Quote

“ In that day the people will
proclaim, ‘This is our God! We
trusted in Him. And He saved us!
This is the Lord, in whom we
trusted. Let us rejoice in the
salvation He brings!’”
Isaiah 25:9

How does Captain
scratch his nose?

Hook

1.
Why did the hen cross the
road?
2.
Patient: Doctor Doctor, I feel
like a window.
3.

CARTOON CORNER

Penguin Plot

Competition
Time

Competition details
Take an animal picture with the help of your parents. Send it to
vwhite@dudleyhousechool.co.uk or print it out if you prefer and hand it to Oak
Class. The winning picture will be featured in the next edition, displayed in the
school art gallery during school next term and you’ll get 10 house points for
your team!

This issue’s
tasty lunchbox
treat…
Have you tried
cold pizza?

POETRY DAY
On Thursday 4th October, it
was poetry day! All the
children wrote and read
poems. They got into
house teams and played a
rhyming game. Oak class
did a live lesson. All the
school went into the hall to
pick a poem of the day.
The poem elected was
‘Louder’ by Roger
Stevens.
This is what our pupil’s
opinions were:
“It was fabulous, the
Poetry Post as superb!”
“We wrote poems, we
brought some home too.”
“We wrote a poem about
the sea in Birch class.”
“Poetry day was
wonderful, I loved
everyone’s poems.”

RECIPE

SCIENCE VISITS

On Thursday 27th September 2018, Birch and
Oak class went on a very special event, called
Gravity Fields. We woke up ordinarily, but we
would have an extraordinary school day!
The moment we arrived at school, Miss White,
Oak class’s teacher, was standing with a
broad, bright smile. What was she about to
say?
Miss White gave a casual explanation of safety
and what we were doing, but every pupil felt
somewhat excited and satisfied. We set off on
a walk; Mrs Johnson took us to a box, an antigravity box.
Who knows what kind of
bewildered looks reached the pupil’s faces. We
stared inside a weird, peculiar box that fits
three people. When the first three went, we
understood everything…
It was a box with a wonky door and ceiling.
After everyone went, we set off to the old,
ancient, St Wulfram’s church. It had statues
that seemed to stare at us, and a golden cross
at the very top. As we stepped into the church,
everyone stood still, busy starring upwards in
awe to see a realistic, silver moon on the
ceiling. We also sat on soft cushions that
pulled us into the core of it.

We then set off to the George Centre to enter
the dome. We looked at a lovely night sky
with glowing stars and awesome planets. We
then saw the excellence of science and even
volunteered in a show. We loved our day and
we hope we can have more fun liked this.
On Friday, we went to Woolsthorpe Manor,
the birthplace of Sir Isaac Newton, where part
of Gravity Fields was taking place. We started
our day splitting into two groups. First of all
my group went into the Manor. A man told us
that Isaac Newton used to draw on walls, and
it was like a sketchpad, because the walls
were whitened every two months! He also told
us Isaac made water clocks, where water
drops down and the scale shows how much
time elapsed. We learnt about Isaac’s eye
investigation and investigated making light
change directions. After that, we made
pictures using flowers and sun sensitive paper.
We even made handprints on fabric using the
same process. Finally, a funny man, called Dr
Ken, did a science show using gyroscopes and
showed us the effects of gravity.
On Saturday evening, some of us gathered at
King’s Walk to push a cart full of flowers we
had created to St Peter’s Hill. We wore glow in
the dark bands and flower garlands to
celebrate the life of Joseph Banks. One pupil
said, ‘It’s amazing!’ After a while, we walked
off with our families to enjoy the rest of the
entertainment. This included a tightrope

walker, a circus act and the Endeavour sailing
up the High Street.

Hazel class says hands
up for Sacrewell
Farm!

We built dens with wood and
climbed trees. On person got stuck!
We went on a tractor ride. It was
bumpy and fun!
We saw the water going on a big
wheel called a water mill for making
flour.
We filled our pockets with conkers –
probably about eight.
We learnt about how the mill
worked. It was fun!

We went on a minibus that was like
a van but had windows and a sliding
door.
We went into the room where we
could eat. We saw a peacock called
Daisy, a baby goat that butted and
cows.

BOOK REVIEW

The Jam Doughnut That Ruined by life
Book review by OCR
Main Character:
The main character was Roman Garstang. He loved
doughnuts.

What happens?
Roman tries to eat a doughnut but a girl named Rosie
keeps getting him in trouble because she doesn’t like
doughnuts.

What happens in the end?

Roman gets a year’s supply of lemon curd doughnuts but
he doesn’t like lemon curd doughnuts.

What’s the rating?

The rating is 5 stars because it’s super funny!

Mrs Johnson is missing, where is she? Can you find her in this term’s edition?

PUZZLES PAGE – ANSWERS IN NEXT ISSUE
Find these words on
the wordsearch
opposite.

FESTIVAL
FRUIT
SUN
HEN
WHEAT
HARVEST
LEAVES
MILLER
FLOUR
BREAD

We would love to know your
views about our newspaper. Let
us know what you think by
emailing
vwhite@dudleyhouseschool.co.uk
Joke answers.
1.Very carefully
2. Because it was the chicken’s day off.
3. Doctor: Where’s the pain?

